Abstract. An efficient numerical scheme is described for the solution of certain types of nonlinear hyperbolic equations with an integral constraint which are used to model the Gunn effect in semiconductors with impurity capture. We analyze the stability and convergence properties of the scheme and present the results of numerical simulations. Depending on the value of the parameters defining the problem, a great variety of solutions are obtained, including periodic recycling of solitary waves and chaotic regimes.
Drift-diffusion models hold for time and length scales in which the moment and energy distributions have relaxed. For the materials used in the experiments in [14] and [18] , relevant time scales are those corresponding to impurity trapping. Such scales are so slow (milliseconds) that the displacement current is negligible, which means that the charge density distribution is quasi-stationary. Faster distributions (momentum and energy) have relaxed to a quasi-stationary state much earlier. Thus while one can argue in favor of the hydrodynamic model for short Gunn diodes (less than 5 microns long for a 10 15 cm −3 doping, say), it is not realistic to do the same for a p-Ge device with a typical length of 1 to 14 mm and kHz frequency. In the case of self-oscillations in semiconductors with impurity capture, a drift-diffusion description is appropriate.
Some numerical studies are available for certain types of drift-difussion models; see, for instance, [7] , [12] , [6] . Numerical studies of hydrodynamic [8] , [13] and energy models [11] have also been carried out (mainly for GaAs). While most numerical analysis for semiconductors deals with Boltzmann, hydrodynamic, or drift-diffusion models, specific analysis for trap-dominated drift-diffusion models is lacking.
In p-Ge, carriers are holes and there are ionizable shallow acceptor impurities which act as capture centers and do not move. Equations describing charge transport consist of (i) Poisson equation (in one dimension) relating densities of holes and ionized impurities to the divergence of the electric field; (ii) a rate equation for the impurity density, including the processes of impact ionization by holes of neutral impurities and impurity-hole (capture) recombination. (iii) the charge continuity equation in which the flux of holes contains drift and diffusion terms. This equation is equivalent to Ampère's current balance law.
In it, the total current density is equal to the sum of the drift-diffusion current due to holes and Maxwell's displacement current; (iv) appropiate bias, initial and boundary conditions of the contact regions of the semiconductor. A model consisting of these equations and conditions is still much too complicated to analyze. It is possible to derive a simpler reduced model by singular perturbation methods. These methods exploit the fact that characteristic time scales of the ionization and capture processes are much longer than the drift time of free holes. As the ratio of these times goes to infinity, the following (nondimensional) model is derived [3] , [19] :
E(x, t) dx = Φ ∈ R
+ , t ≥ 0, (1.4) where A, B, C, and D are known functions, depending on the semiconductor [15] . throughout the sample. The scalars ρ (resistivity), Φ (voltage), and L (length of the sample) are input parameters. Typically, ρ ∈ [7, 11] , Φ ∈ [500, 2000], and L ∈ [1000, 5000].
. Nondimensional functions A(E, J), B(E, J), C(E), and D(E, J) used in the modeling of Gunn efect in p-Ge. The figure shows the values of A(E, J), B(E, J), and D(E,
Solving these equations with appropriate initial data provides the time evolution of the current density, J(t), and of the electric field distribution, E(x, t). This reduced model has shown to be very useful to understand the generation and dynamics of oscillations in Germanium devices [1] , [3] , [5] . These types of systems exhibit a rich variety of solutions, including periodic and chaotic ones. An analytical and asymptotic study of nonlinear dynamics in this model has been carried out in [4] .
In this paper we analyze an efficient numerical scheme to solve this type of problem with integral constraint. Some numerical simulations of these reduced equations have been presented in [1] , [3] using progressive time differentiation. In our scheme, we use regressive time differentiation. We carry out a numerical analysis of stability and convergence and give sufficient conditions on the nonlinear coefficients for the scheme to work efficiently.
The mathematical structure of system (1.1)-(1.4) leads naturally to implicit schemes. The reasons for this are as follows:
• The higher order hyperbolic operator in (1.1) is written in characteristic form, so that space and time are characteristic variables. Thus initial and boundary data are given on characteristic curves t = 0 and x = 0. Notice that the higher order term is mixed; it involves time and space derivatives.
• The boundary data at x = 0 (E(0, t)) is not known a priori. It is determined using the integral constrait (1.4), which couples all the values of E(x, t),
• The term ∂J/∂t = (1/ρ) ∂E(0, t)/∂t appearing in the differential equation (1.1) makes it nonlocal. The domain dependence properties and finite time propagation of hyperbolic operators are lost. Under these conditions, when one discretizes (1.1)-(1.4) by using either progressive or regressive finite difference approximations for the time derivatives, a scheme is obtained where the new time level, E j+1 i , is computed from the old level E j i by solving a system of equations. Although the resulting schemes are implicit, the peculiar structure of the matrices allows us to implement a fast resolution procedure.
We use our scheme to investigate oscillations and chaotic regimes in Germanium. Although the problem is one dimensional, it is very computationally intensive, and therefore efficient numerical methods are required. On the one hand, the very large nondimensional length of the samples of interest (L ∼ 3500) plus the accuracy desired leads to a large number of discretization points and, on the other hand, the interest in analyzing and characterizing chaotic solutions requires integration of the equations for a very large number of time steps. We also show some of the patterns observed for the current.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the numerical scheme, the resulting equations, and the implementation of the method. Section 3 describes the analysis of the stability and convergence properties of the scheme, first for the linearized problem and then for the fully nonlinear problem. Section 4 presents the results of some specific numerical experiments and, finally, in several appendices we explain in more detail some technical results needed in the analysis of section 3. In what follows, we assume that (2.1) holds.
Notice that the characteristic curves of the second order operator are x = constant, t = constant, so that for a point (x 0 , t 0 ) the domain of dependence is 0 ≤ x 0 , 0 ≤ t ≤ t 0 . The characteristic curves of the first order operator solve x (t) = A B x(t), so that they are contained in the region of dependence of the second order operator. In view of this, the problem is well posed given an initial condition and a boundary condition at x = 0. The integral condition on E may be satisfied adjusting the boundary condition through the extra unknown J(t).
To solve (1.1) with boundary condition (1.3) and integral constraint (1.4) we use a uniform spatial grid with spacing h = L / N and time step ∆t = k and use condition (1.3) to eliminate J in favor of E 0 . Thus the unknowns of the problem are E To approximate the time derivatives at time j + 1 we use
which is equivalent to a second order, implicit, Runge-Kutta method (trapezoidal rule). The same approximation is used for J t :
We choose a second order backward difference approximation for the space derivatives, E x , in the interior points (i = 2, 3, . . . , N) because the use of central differences leads to instabilities. Thus
The second derivative term, E xt , combines the space and time derivative approximation just described. Thus
At i = 1 we use a first order backward difference formula,
The use of this formula leads to a triangular matrix (see section 3) relating the values of the unknowns at time j + 1 to their values at time j. The resulting system of equations can be solved very efficiently. A more accurate second order formula can also be used with slight changes in the solution procedure.
Introducing these formulas in (1.1), denotingĖ i =
∂E j i
∂t and multiplying the resulting finite difference equation by 2ρh k produces, for i = 2, . . . , N,
Similarly, for i = 1,
The pattern of grid points involved in the numerical scheme is shown in Figure 2 .1. Notice that the discrete dependence domain contains the continuous dependence domain.
Since there are N +1 unknowns, an additional equation is needed which is obtained from (1.4): As an initial condition to start the scheme, we use E
Notice that, since the characteristics are horizontal and vertical lines, we will not have the usual Courant-Friedichs-Lewy stability and convergence condition (k / h) ≤ (1 / c), c being the slope of the characteristics. Instead, we will require h, k to be small enough. We will further assume that kN is bounded. Let us recall that hN = L is fixed.
To analyze the properties of the method it is convenient to rewrite it as
where 
. To solve (2.5) it is convenient to take advantage of the triangular structure of matrix T j+1 . Following the method proposed in [1] , if the system is partitioned as in Figure 2 .2, its solution can be obtained by solving two linear systems defined by the same matrix, T j+1 , with different right-hand sides. In fact,
and since
these two equations can be used to solve for E j+1 r and E j+1 0 in terms of y j+1 , z j+1 . From (2.9) and (2.7)
, and introducing this value in (2.8),
In the present case, a = 1, s j+1 1 = 2Φ/h, and
The subindex r means that we are removing the N + 1th coordinate from the vectors, i.e., E
. Let us rewrite these expresions in order to make explicit which is the matrix relating the j + 1th time step to the jth step.
We introduce the following matrices:
Then we may express E j+1 in terms of E j as follows:
Notice that u · z j+1 stands for the scalar product of two vectors, whereas z j+1 u t denotes the matrix obtained as a product of a vector N x1 and a vector 1xN .
3. Analysis of the scheme.
The iteration matrix.
In order to analyze the stability and convergence properties of the scheme, it is convenient to express the level j + 1 in terms of the level 0.
Since the time derivatives are related as follows, 
The vector E j+1 is given by
Therefore,
To analyze the convergence and stability properties of this scheme, a detailed study of all the matrices involved in it is needed. This is done in Appendix A.
The linear problem.
We consider the linear problem in which the functions A, B, C, D are only functions of x and t. We also assume that those functions are bounded with bounded derivatives and such that A(
The discretization of this problem leads to system (2.5), where
j+1 is computed explicitly from E j by means of (2.13), (2.12) or from E 0 by means of (3.3). Let us study the stability properties of scheme (3.3) when the coefficients do not depend on
In Appendix A we show that for h, k small enough, with kN bounded, we have
On the other hand, the discretization of (1.1) given by (2.5) is consistent. Let E(x, t) be the solution of (1.1), which is bounded, with bounded derivatives. We define E j i = E(ih, jk). Then E j i satisfies (2.5) with an error
More precisely, since we made approximations of order 2 for the derivatives, except for the spatial derivatives at i = 1 where we chose order 1, the vector e j+1 has all its components of order hk(h 2 + k 2 ) except one of order hk(h + k 2 ). Using the first order approximation at i = 1 results in a triangular structure which simplifies the analysis in Appendix A, which leads to the stability bound (3.4) . It is easy to show that using the second order approximation at i = 1 results in a small perturbation to the previous result, so that (3.4) holds again and in (3.5) p = q = 2. Now, if E j i is the solution to (2.5), following the same proof as for (3.4) and assuming k, h small and kN bounded we get for some C > 0
with p, q as above. That is, when all approximations are of order 2, we get convergence of order 2.
3.3. The nonlinear problem with smooth bounded nonlinearities. We assume now that the coefficients A, B, C, D are functions of E. We furthermore assume that the functions A(E), B(E), C(E), D(E) are globally bounded and have bounded derivatives:
We keep the assumptions on the signs: A, B ≥ 0 and C ≤ 0.
j+1 is computed solving the implicit nonlinear system (2.5).
Resolution of the nonlinear system. To compute E j+1 i
given E j we solve
We follow an iterative procedure. First, we solve (3.6) with coefficients
and get a solution E j+1,1 . For n > 1, we iterate and solve (3.6) with coefficients
. In this way, we get a sequence of solutions E j+1,n . Then we prove that E j+1,n converges to a solution E j+1 of (3.6). We leave the details of the convergence for Appendix B, where we also prove that
These bounds are important in Appendix C to conclude that the norm of the Jacobian matrices are small.
Uniqueness and speed of convergence.
Let us prove uniqueness of solution for (3.6) and compute the speed of convergence of the iterative schemes. Keeping the notation of section 3.2, we see that
Let us assume that we have another solution E j+1 :
and
From the estimates on the derivatives of R and K (C.1), (C.2), we see that for h, k small
Since the initial data are the same for both, we conclude by iterating that they coincide at all the subsequent levels.
A similar computation yields
so that using (C.1), (C.2) from Appendix C,
with C(h, k) < 1. We have fast geometrical convergence.
Stability and convergence. Since in the previous schemes we always have |E
∞ stability is guaranteed. We assume in the following that all the approximations for the derivatives are of order 2 (see comments after (3.5)).
Let E be a solution of the continuous nonlinear problem. We denote
Proceeding as in section 3.1, we can express the level j + 1 in terms of the level 0 for both the solution E j i provided by our scheme and the "discretized" continuous solution E j i :
We recall that for k, h small, there exists 0 < γ < 1 such that
The terms in (3.13) are bounded by C(Λ, L)
. Using the results in Appendix C, the terms in (3.12) are bounded by C(Λ, L)k
The difference of matrix products in (3.10) can be bounded using the identity (3.15) and repeating the procedure in Appendix C, we bound the terms in (3.10) by C(λ, L)kγ
Analogously, we bound the sum of terms in (3.11) by C(λ, L)k
Thus, for some positive constants C 1 , C 2 ,
We conclude that the convergence is of order 2.
Numerical results.
As an example of the results obtained, we have used the method described in section 2 to carry out numerical simulations for the case of 
.1. Nondimensional functions V (E), K(E), R(E), and j(E) used in the modeling of the Gunn effect in p-Ge.
ultrapure p-type Ge [3] , [4] . The functions defining this problem are
with J = E(0, t) / ρ 0 . The behavior of functions K, R, V, j is shown in Figure 4 .1, and introducing these values in (4.1), the behavior of A, B, C, D as a function of E and J is deduced. This behavior is shown in Figure 1 .1 for typical values of J.
The system behavior depends fundamentally on the parameters ρ and Φ/L. The nondimensional contact resistivity ρ regulates the rate of generation of the waves in the anode (left side of the spatial domain). The Φ/L parameter regulates the size and velocity of the propagating waves. Thus each point on the ρ − Φ/L plane corresponds to a particular solution. For small values of Φ/L an ohmic solution is observed (stationary field distribution). For values of Φ/L above a critical value, different types of dynamic solutions result. For most points in this region, complex periodic solutions are generated and there are small areas in the plane which correspond to chaotic solutions with complex transitions of different kinds.
Notice that the coefficient functions defined in (4.1) are not globally bounded. However, this difficulty can be avoided by a typical truncation argument. We want to use our schemes to track numerically the pulses described in [4] . These pulses are such that 0 < E min ≤ E ≤ E max with E min , E max constants given in [4] .
Therefore, we truncate our coefficient functions to appropriate constant values outside the interval (E min − , E max + ), > 0 small in such a way that the truncated coefficients A, B, C, D are globally bounded, with bounded derivatives, and coincide with the original coefficients in the interval where we expect to find the pulse. The Figure 4 .2 shows the field distribution at four instants of a complete cycle. At time (1) a wave is disappearing at the right boundary and a new wave appears in the left boundary. At time (2) the new wave grows very fast, leading to a fast decrease in the current density, while the old wave continues disappearing. At time (3) the new wave is increasing its area at a slow rate to compensate for the area loss of the disappearing wave. At time (4) the wholly developed wave appears. Figure 4 .3 shows the graphic representation of a complete simulation including several cycles. Notice that the small space step necessary to get the desired accuracy (h = 0.5) and the large length of the sample (L = 3500) leads to a space discretization requiring N = 7000 grid points. Figure 4 .4 shows the results obtained for values of the parameters that produce a more complex behavior apparently chaotic. In this case, the numerical results are very sensitive to the spatial step h and temporal step k, so that it is necessary a strict control of the precision of the method. It should be pointed out that in order to characterize these chaotic solutions, the transition between chaotic and periodic solutions and the location in the parameter space of chaotic solutions, it is necessary to compute very long simulations (t ∼ 100000 in nondimensional time units). In fact, there are regions in the parameter space where periodic solutions are observed but with very long periods (∼ 10000), and to distinguish these solutions from the chaotic ones it is necessary to include at least 10 time periods. For the time step and total time used in Figure 4 .4 the number of time steps needed is N t = 100000. The computational complexity for each iteration and each time step of the algorithm can be estimated as follows:
• Matrix element computation: this is the most computationally intensive part, especially due to the evaluation of functions A, B, C, D at each grid point, which includes computation of exponentials, logarithms, and arc tangents. This requires approximately 115 * N floating point operations (flops). Once these functions are evaluated, computation of the matrix elements requires approximately 60 * N flops. Thus a total of 175 * N flops are carried out.
• Back substitution to solve two triangular systems: this is very fast since only 4 * N flops are needed • Residual calculation: this computation is needed to check convergence and is computationally analogous to the matrix element computation.
Thus the computational cost per iteration and time step is 354 * N flops (2.5 megaflops for N = 7000). The number of iterations required at each time step for convergence is very small. Generally 1-3 iterations suffice, except at certain times when a new wave is generated or when two waves coalesce, in which case up to 10 iterations are needed. Considering an average of three iterations per time step, the total computational cost for a particular simulation (Cost ≈ 354 N N iterations N steps ) is of the order of 7 10
11 flops. Assuming that the program is run on a system with a performance of 10 megaflops per second, a total of 20 hours are needed per run. These estimates show that although the problem is one dimensional, it is rather computationally intensive and therefore it is important to optimize the numerical algorithm.
Appendix A. Study of the matrices.
A.1. Comparison principles for T
j+1 . Let us recall that
We assume the coefficients satisfy (2.1) in section 3. T j+1 is a lower triangular matrix. It is obviously nonsingular, with spectral radius smaller than 1 for the values of ρ we work with.
We need to be able to give sharp bounds on the solutions of systems of the type
. The bounds will be obtained as a consequence of the following series of comparison principles.
Lemma A.1. Let us consider the system
Proof. The x n are computed as solutions of the difference equation 
Lemma A.2. Let us consider the sequence x n defined by Assume that x n > 0 for n ≤ n 0 . Then
By the comparison principle x n ≥ x n for n ≤ n 0 . In a similar way, x n ≤ x n for n ≤ n 0 . Let us see that x n0+1 > 0 and by induction we get (A.5) for all n. Now
To ensure x n0+1 > 0 we need
, it is enough to prove x n0−1 < 4x n0 . This follows from the explicit expressions as solutions of difference equations for x n and x n when δ is small enough.
A.2. Order of magnitude of N
j+1 . We recall that
where z j+1 is the solution to T j+1 z j+1 = v j+1 . From the previous maximum principles, it is clear that
where z is the solution for δ = h max(A) with right-hand side (−α 1 , γ 2 , 0 = (0, . . . , 0, 3ρkB i , −4ρkB i+1 , ρkB i+2 , 0, . . . , 0) t be one of such columns. Then q i is given by q n,i = 0 for n < i and
Developing the coefficients at the node i in powers of h, k, we see that (A, B) kL. On the other hand, using Lemmas A.1-A.3
A.5. Norm of I − N j+1 Q j+1 . Products of matrices of this type will appear when we express the level j + 1 in terms of the level 0. In order to have E j+1 bounded as j tends to infinity, we need to see that the norm of these matrices is smaller than 1 for a certain norm.
Lemma A.5. For h, k small enough with kN bounded
Proof. We decompose
We must prove that the spectral radius of this matrix is smaller than 1. By Gershgorin's theorem [10, page 135] , the eigenvalues lie in balls centered in the diagonal elements and with radius either the sum of the modulus of the elements in the same column or the sum of the modulus of the elements in the same row. Let us consider the different matrix products P = RS involved.
Adding up, we see that we have a matrix with diagonal elements of order (1 − estimates on the terms of the extra row and column, we obtain R j+1 2 < α < 1. Now 2R j − I has a similar structure to R j and 2R j − I 2 < α again.
Appendix B. Bounds on discrete derivatives. Lemma B.1. Given a vector E 0 , we can compute a sequence E j+1 such that 
Using |Ė Assuming we know E j+1,n−1 , we compute the solution E j+1,n to
As before, we obtain 
| ≤ C(Λ).
Taking to the limit as n → ∞ we conclude the proof.
